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Ainscough’s boat, Ironclad, near Burscough, crewed
by Richard Rimmer and Peter Gibbons. This is another
of the photos which were obtained from Mrs Forshaw
at the last Heritage Weekend.

Miscellany
Whit Weekend at Burscough
There may be a transport event at Burscough over the
30/31 May. Full details are not available yet, but if you are
interested you could conact the local TIC in Ormskirk or
the local library nearer the time.
Preston’s Canal
Burt Finch has started a campaign to reopen the
Lancaster Canal into the centre of Preston, a section
which was filled in when the Polytechnic was built in the
1960s. Many of the bridges survive and much of the line
has not been built upon. For more details contact Burt at
47 Southern Parade, Preston PR1 4NJ. 01772 825909.

Skipton Festival, May Bank Holiday
We are hoping to have a stall at the Skipton Festival over
the first weekend in May. Both Lynton Childs and Ken Price
expect to attend, but they would be happy to hear from other
members who could look after a stand. Any volunteers?
Clogs & Gansey on CD
I have converted earlier editions of Clogs & Gansey to
Adobe Acrobat format and can now supply these on CD at
a cost of £2. It is much cheaper than printing and posting
a hard copy! Requests to the Editor.
Waterways World Calendar
The Colours of the Cut Waterways World calendar
featured the Leeds & Liverpool this year. They have given
us the excess copies and this was enough to send one to
those who have paid subs already. Apologies to those who
have not received a copy!
Bank Newton
Lockkeeper Steve Rawson has won joint first prize in
the north-west in BW’s Lock/Length Natural Environment
category for his work on Bank Newton locks. He has sent
thanks to the Society for their support.
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Events and Happenings
AGM Report
Three new committee members were elected, William
Jeffries volunteering to become Secretary. Some members
may remember him when he was lockkeeper at Blackburn,
and he still lives in the lock house. (His son works for
BW and is also interested in the canal’s history, one of
an increasing number of BW employees who are taking a
greater interest in their work.) Also elected were Kenneth
Price who has a boat at Tarleton and regularly uses the
canal, and David Cox who regularly walks the towpath.
Many thanks to Marilyn Sumner, our former Secretary,
for her sterling work, and to Isobel Shuttleworth and
John Freear who also stepped down from the committee.
Isobel thinks that one Shuttleworth is enough, while John’s
business is taking all his time at the moment, restricting
his canal activities.
Treasurer’s report
In November we had about £1300 in the bank, with
a few outstanding minor debts. The main outgoing was
insurance which covers us for our computer and recording
equipment and, more importantly, for any problems on our
walks. A full statement can be obtained from our Treasurer,
John Stott, whose address is on the back cover.
Policy re cleaning towpaths and dredging
The general condition of the canal towpath and rubbish
in the canal was discussed in some depth at the AGM as
it always creates much adverse comment. Does anyone
want to draw up a policy for review by the committee? One
suggestion would be some form of log or report form which
we could collate and then take to BW as it is better for them
to deal with definite problems than general comments.
The depth of the canal in places also causes some
difficulties. Standards are currently being set out, so it

would be useful to know exactly where the canal is shallow
or has obstructions. Perhaps this an area where we should
work with others on the canal, such as boat clubs and IWA,
to produce a list of hot spots for dredging.
Daffodil bulbs
Our new committee member, David Cox, has obtained a
supply of daffodil bulbs which he had at the AGM. Many
of those present took some away to plant them along the
towpath. I planted mine at Bank Newton, while Mike
Howson invited a group aboard his boat, A40, taking them
along the canal around East Marton in order to plant the
bulbs. Thanks to everyone who has taken part in this event
which we hope could become an annual one; and particular
thanks to David and Mike for their involvement.
Emery paper
Ken Price has a supply of emery cloth in rolls. He sells
these at rallies and elsewhere, the money previously going
to the Lancaster Canal restoration. He has now offered
us the chance to sell it at £10 per roll, about one eighth
of the usual price, and we will be selling it at events or
directly from Ken.
BW Reorganisation
The Leeds & Liverpool Canal has now been divided
between two waterways offices, with a manager responsible
for each section. The division is the present county
boundary between Lancashire and North Yorkshire,
with one reason hoped for from the change being an
improvement in funding from local authorities. For
example, waterways in Leeds are now managed from one
office instead of two as previously.
The managers and addresses are: North West
Waterways, Adrian Sains, Trafalgar House, Temple Court,
Birchwood, Warrington, WA3 6GD, tel 01925 847 700, and
Yorkshire Waterways, Laurence Morgan, Fearns Wharf,
Neptune Street, Leeds, LS9 8PB, tel 0113 281 6800.
One further change is that British Waterways’ controlled
marinas such as that at White Bear now come under BW
Marinas Limited. This is a wholly owned subsidiary of BW
which should not be subsidized by other parts of BW.
Williamson Tunnels, Liverpool, 30th November
About fifteen members took advantage of the opportunity
to visit these strange tunnels in Liverpool. One section is
open throughout the year, but we were also able to see
sections only opened at weekends in November. Access to
one was through a manhole where space was restricted until
we were able to enter the large excavted ‘cave’ underground.
It is thought that there are several miles of tunnel, though
only a few sections have been postively identified at the
moment. After the visit, a few of us went to Pall Mall to look
at the former canal warehousing there, It was sad to see

Alan Holden emerging from one of the tunnels.
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Liverpool Docks
The Tobacco Warehouse, the world’s largest brick
building when built in 1900 and adjacent to the western
end of the canal, has stood empty for more than twenty
years and was threatened with demolition. In December
its property company owners published a £100-million
plan to revive the warehouse by 2008.
Under the plans, the warehouse would be converted
into 700 loft-style apartments with three floors of shops,
restaurants, bars and nightclubs and 950 underground
car parking spaces. The Stanley Dock Heritage Market
would continue at the ground floor of the building and
its owner, Kitgrove Ltd, has plans to develop this into a
northern version of London’s successful Camden Market,
with 700 extra stalls.
Plans may be submitted to the City Council in January.
If permission were granted, work would begin in 2004.
The 12.5-acre grade II listed building would have its centre
removed from the 4th floor upwards to let light into the
centre of the structure. The dock would be brought back
into use as part of the proposed extension of the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal to the Pier Head and the ‘Fourth Grace’.
(As a Scouser, I never knew we had Three Graces!) The
plans include floating platforms extending into the dock for
cafés etc. The 1950s additions to the warehouse, and what
is known as the Rum Warehouse, would be demolished
and replaced with a small maritime themed park.
Bradford canal
Two developers have been suggesting that the Bradford
Canal be rebuilt and have produced a report, copies of
which I have on CD in Adobe Acrobat form if anyone is
interested. Their plan follows the line of canal in the lower
sections, but further up the valley it is proposed to build a
new canal on mostly disused land alongside the railway.
Although they have not taken exact measurements, it does
seem feasible to build a new canal here, though crossing
underneath Canal Road would pose some difficulties.

Inside one of the tunnels.

that yet another section has been demolished making the
restoration of the canal basin much more difficult.
Foulridge, 29th December
A group of over a dozen hardy souls braved the cold
but sunny weather for a walk around Foulridge Lower and
Slipper Hill Reservoirs, and to the ends of Foulridge Tunnel.
From Foulridge Wharf, where the stables (the Teashop
here is now closed) and warehouse were inspected, the
group walked passed the top of the tunnel mouth and
along footpaths, noting the dip in the landscape over the
tunnel, onto the side of the Lower reservoir. Keeping to
the edge, the Boat Club was reached and changes to the
overflow viewed. We then continued to Slipper Hill, looking
at both the control valves for filling and emptying the
reservoir, before descending to the
western tunnel mouth. Just beyond
we looked at the sluices and weirs
controlling water entering the canal,
as well as the remains of a limekiln
at the next bridge, before returning
via the path around the other side of
the Lower reservoir. The group then
divided, some returning home whilst
others looked at the boathouse on the
Upper reservoir. Unfortunately access
to the top of the dam here has now
been closed off
The group on the Foulridge
Reservoirs walk in December.
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Society members inspecting
the coal drops at Kildwick
during our walk from Kildwick
to Silsden. The owner is
interested to know more about
the history of these coal drops
which probably date from the
mid-19th century.

Edward Paget-Tomlinson
The well-known author Edward Paget-Tomlinson died
in December. Perhaps best known for The Illustrated
History of Canal & River Navigations, his interests
included maritime history and railways. He helped many
other authors with their publications, either with historical
research, drawings, and maps.
In 1956 he became Keeper of Shipping at Liverpool
Museum where he added models of L&L craft to the
collection. He helped in the creation of the Boat Museum
at Ellesmere Port, for which he provided the narrow boat
Gifford. I could not have attempted to restore the former
Canal Transport boat Pluto without his help.
IWA National Campaign Rally
IWA’s Chester & District Branch are having a national
campaign rally on 26/27th June, 2004, at Runcorn. The main
campaign aim of this event is the re-opening of the Runcorn
flight of locks. The rally will be held on the Runcorn arm of
the Bridgewater Canal within walking distance of the town
centre and should attract many visitors.
Runcorn locks connected the Bridgewater Canal with
the Runcorn & Weston Canal providing a link for wide
boats with the Weaver and Ship Canal. The locks were
abandoned in 1966 when the new approach road to the
Runcorn Bridge was built. The locks were filled in, but
the line has been preserved. A new Runcorn bridge is now
necessary and the planned new road layout makes the
restoration of the flight a real possibility.
The Waterways Trust - Courses and Grants
The Waterways Trust offers grants of up to £100 per
person for the training of volunteers under its Volunteer
Training and Experience project. Any training that would
be used to benefit the inland waterways, or would help
people use the waterways is fundable - from excavator

driving, public speaking, computer skills, etc. Both groups
and individuals may apply.
Information about the grants is available from Mike
Woodhead at The Waterways Trust (Llanthony Warehouse,
Gloucester Docks, Gloucester GL1 2EH. 01452 318209,
or e- mail: mike.woodhead@thewaterwaystrust.org).
British Waterways Channel Dimension
Richard Booth, secretary of the Historic Narrow
Boat Owners Club has been commissioned by British
Waterways to draw up a detailed analysis of the gauges of
the waterways that it manages. His report, in draft form, is
available for consultation. The web-based version allows
for one waterway to be printed off at a time. The intention
of the report is to provide an accurate report as to which
vessels can safely travel through each waterway without
undue risk of getting stuck.
See www.britishwaterways.co.uk/consultations
Royal Horticultural Show, June
A group in Gargrave are putting together a design for
a garden to be on display at the RHS show at the National
Exhibition Centre near Birmingham. The garden will be based
around Higherland Lock. No firm decision has been made yet
as they are waiting to hear from sponsors, but if it goes ahead
we may have some involvement in promoting the L&LC.
1st Edition 25 inch OS Maps
The 25 inch Ordnance Survey maps of Lancashire
produced between 1888 and 1893 have been scanned and
are available in Adobe Acrobat format on three CDs costing
£20 each plus £1.50 postage for up to three CDs. North
Lancs is on Disk 1, Manchester and SE Lancs on Disk 2, and
Liverpool and SW Lancs on Disk 3. They are available from
the Digital Archives Association, 3 Cedarways, Appleton,
Warrington, WA4 5EW.
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The following text and map come from a prospectus which is now in the museum at Townley Hall for a canal between
Burnley and Todmorden.
Scheme for a Canal to open a communication
with the Leeds & Liverpool Canal, at Burnley, and
the Rochdale Canal, at Laneside within Walsden.
The line of this canal has been found practicable to
commence at Lanesdie, and from thence to proceed by
Inchfold across the Rochdale Road, to the west of Clough
Mill and Gawksholme Stone, about 160 yards westward
of Mr Crossley’s Copperas Works, winding round the mill
to above Gawksholme Warehouse, at an elevation of 112
feet, then bends suddenly round on a level, westwaqrd
by Wood Mill, Duils Gate on the Bacup road, returning
again eastward to avoid Gawksholme Valley. Here is some
rocky ground, but of no great extent, at the bottom of the
Wood near Hall Field, it is proposed to pass by a Tunnel
of 265 yards, and about 260 yards above the New Burying
Ground within Todmorden, then passes along the bottom
of Scaitcliffe Wood, and along the rocky face of Moore
Grounds to Robin Wood, and the dam at Knott’s Factory,
to the Black Rock, where the level ends. Here it ascends
up the hill by Bridge End to Portsmouth, with an elevation
of 95 feet, on good ground for retaining water at little
expense, and leaving sufficient pools betwixt the locks.
The summit level at Portsmouth enters the ground by a
Tunnel of 2400 yards to the Holme Fish Pond, from whence
it runs along by the Holmes Chapel below the Overtown,
to the Red Lees within Cliviger, preserving a level of four
miles and a quarter. At the Red Lees it descends rapidly to
below Rooley, with a fall of 222 feet, where winding round
Pheasantford it enters the Leeds and Liverpool Canal on a
level. It is proper to remark, that a small branch Canal may
be made to Worsthorn Stone Quarry, or by means of a Rail
Road brought to the intended line at Rooley. And in fact,
no line of Canal can be better adapted for embracing the
whole of the extensive Coal Field through which is passes,
it has been proved there are 20 square miles of Coal.
(The best situations for Reservoirs are the Worsthorne
Valleys, and near the Tower at Portsmouth.)
February 24th, 1824
By a Tunnel of three miles a much better communication
may be made as follows:- Five Locks of eleven feet each
to Copy Clough; Four Locks of ten feet each to the Rock;
Four Locks of ten feet each to Burnley Wood School, and
from thence on a level to Hollis Grove Bridge.
P.S. Huddersfield Tunnel is three miles and a half long.
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I was recently able to visit the West Yorshire Archive in
Wakefield where they have the plan for the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal deposited in 1770 after the canal’s Act
was passed. The plan is in three sections and is over
twenty feet in length. I have copied the unbuilt section
of the canal, between Parbold and Foulridge, and hope
to be able to draw the line onto a modern map. I
have also copied the sections in Liverpool and Leeds.
Neither show the terminus of the canal. In Liverpool
they were still consulting the Council regarding a link
to the Mersey which depended upon the construction
of new docks. The problem was only solved about
seventy years later when Stanley Dock was built. In
Leeds the terminus would have depended upon the
location of the proposed Leeds & Selby Canal, and the
exact line was only drawn up after that canal failed to
get its Act. The section shown here is around Lydiate,
near Liverpool. When the canal was built, they did try
to avoid any deep cuttings as they were expensive to
dig. There are two on the Liverpool level, at Lydiate and
Halsall, and the dotted line on the map suggests that
they did consider a longer route to avoid the cutting.
A similar line appears around the Halsall cutting.

Member Peter Worden
has sent me these two
‘new’ photos. The top
one is of Church wharf
around 1910. Most of the
buildings have noe been
demolished. The bottom
photo is a detail of a larger
photo at Wheelton, at the
top of Johnsons Hillock
Locks, with the well-painted
boat Mary.
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The following newspaper report has been sent in by Alan Holden. Though swing bridges were a
problem, they also seem to have been used by journalists as a way of pressurising the local authorities.
Craven Herald May 1903
It is high time something was done to remove the
danger that attaches to the swing bridge over the canal
connecting Brewery Lane with Brook Street. It has been
the scene of one fatality, and of many accidents, and to
those who cross it daily the marvel is that more mishaps
do not occur. On Monday there were two accidents owing
to the refusal of the bridge to swing. In the first case the
strength of one man was insufficient to turn the unweildly
arrangement and before the opening could be made the
boat was upon it and forged its way through in a manner
calculated to bring bridge and masonry down together.
Fortunately the bridge, in this instance, swung in the same
direction as that in which the boat was proceeding. Had
a foot passenger been stranded on the bridge at the time,
as is often the case, the consequences could have been
serious.
The other incident occurred late in the evening, and
was witnessed by a solitary individual. A boat with a heavy
cargo aboard was proceeding at a good pace towards the
wharf. The boatman left his horse and ran ahead, as is
customary, to turn the bridge. Again this antiquated piece
of mechanism refused to budge more than a couple of
yards, and before the man realised the hopelessness of

his struggle, the bridge was struck by the boat, which
crashed beneath it, tearing down the chimney, destroying
the fixtures, and disarranging the cargo. The severity of
the impact seemed sufficient to force the pivot out of its
bed, and again it was fortunate that no one was standing
on the bridge at the time.
It is to be hoped the Canal Company’s officials will
subject the bridge to a periodic test, so as to obviate the
danger attendant upon its refusal to act, and that the
urban council will seriously consider the advisability
of either proceeding with their extension scheme to
that part of the town, or erecting a footbridge for the
convenience and safety of the many passengers who use
this thoroughfare. It is proposed to extend Brook Street
along the north side of the canal, emerging over a new
bridge into Broughton Road. This would be a decided
boon to those whose destination is the railway station or
the Broughton or Carleton New-road districts, but some
better means of crossing the caanal would be required by
the work people from Belle Vue Mills and others in the
Gargrave Road district. But whatever is done, some means
should be speedily devised for removing what is a serious
menace to life and limb.

A cutting, possibly from the
Lancashire Evening Telegraph,
shows one of the canal company’s
smaller maintenance boats in the
pound above Sam’s Lock at Nova
Scotia, Blackburn. As the caption
mentions, the crane which used
to stand on the corner of the
warehouse is easily visible. Of
more interest is the wooden post
just in front of the lock gate on
the left of the picture. This was
a roller, similar to those found
on bridges, and it allowed boats
to be pulled out of the lock by
horses walking almost at right
angles to the canal. If you visit the
site today, you can still find the
remains of the post embedded in
the cobbles. Perhaps this is one
of the rollers which we should
be replacing? It would certainly
make an interesting addition to
Blackburn’s canalside.
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John Parke & Sons Limited
The Final Post War Decades of a Carrier by Canal
Roy Gibbons
How a Yorkshireman in the 1950s created a revival of
a wooden boat fleet, when steel boats had been prevalent
for almost 20 years, appears to defy logic. However this
was the case at the above firm who had operated from
Bankhall, Liverpool, in both the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, as carriers by canal. General cargoes had
deminished during the depressions of the late 1920s and
early 1930s and the company had to rely on their horse
boat coal traffic to Athol Street Gas Works from Sandhills
Tip prior to the Second World War.
To supplement their carrying fleet they were also able to
offer boat repairs to any canal craft and Mersey flats in the
Liverpool area. Full dry docking had been available from
the early 1900s, when their ‘sail-in’ dock was converted.
The main customers were Tate & Lyle’s coal boat fleet
of six wooden boats, plus Bates’ & Able’s fleets of dumb
boats operating from the Mersey to mills on the Liverpool
end of the canal.
Enter Horace Arthur Dale, ex-First World War cavalry
man and ex-employee of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Company, to take over either just pre-Second World War
or just after, to own an old coal boat fleet and dry dock
facility. He was described as and was a real gentleman.
With the decline in use of horsedrawn boats, Parke’s
purchased a diesel tug from Yorkshire. It had the capacity
to tow three or four boats at a time between Athol Street Gas
Works and Sandhills Tip. Harry Peet, ex-Canal Transport,
joined to work this tug, Sulzer, with Richard Ashcroft;
both were from the Lathom area. They would, together with
2 or 3 more local men, complete at least three trips per
day totalling 6 to 7 boats loaded with best coal nuts from
both Lancashire and Yorkshire colleries. This provided gas
production for the Liverpool area, with coking coal and tar
as by products. Seven day weeks were necessary to keep
Athol Street in operation for most of the year. Parke’s fleet
would have totalled over 20 dumb boats round this era.

Athol Street Gas Worksin 1960 with Porto empty
and Plato unloading under the electric grab. There
was also a steam grab out of sight on the far side
of the works.

Sandhills Tip also still supplied small amounts to both
Linacre Gas Works and Tate & Lyle using Richard Williams’
dumb boats through the mid- to late-fifties. Larger amounts
of coal in the form of slack from Wigan collieries were
brought in by canal to Tate & Lyle sugar refinery and Linacre
Gas Works by Richard Williams’ motor and dumb boats
plus many Canal Transport motor boats subcontracting by
carrying return loads of coal into Liverpool. Some smaller
factories such as Liverpool Tannery also still received coal
by canal. This was one of the last contracts where the crew
had to discharge the cargo by barrow and this continued
until the late 1950s.
As the Canal Transport fleet was reduced, and the B.I.
fleet of seven boats were withdrawn from the Blackburn
run as their hull bottoms wore out during the late 1940s,
many boatmen accepted work on the River Mersey. So
these boatmen were available as Parke’s motorised their
boats in the 1950s.
First in the line was M/B Angelo, which commenced
service carrying from the Leigh Branch coal tips in spring
1950, and is seen below near Scarisbrick light in 1951
with ex-B.I. A37 crew of Bill Gibbons and John Gibbons.
The following spring came M/B Carlo, crewed by Peter
Gibbons and George Gibbons, ex-B.I. A40. Both boats had
Coventry Godiva diesel engines and had been converted
from dumb boats.
Next came the experimental idea of converting square
sterned M/B Sarto using paddles on either side of her
transom stern. Loaded, she took anything from 10 to
14 hours on the normal 9 hour run from Burscough to
Liverpool. Her crew was Teddy Baybutt and Jim Draper,
ex-Canal Transport.

Angelo light near Scarisbrick in 1951.
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take over. Later the tug Sulzer was converted with covered
steering accomodation this time to the rear deck and a new
6LW Gardner Diesel engine. So with the tugs being able
to tow three or four boats, five crew sufficed and it was
decided to purchase a further three 70 ft dumb boats from
T.W.Wells Ltd of Manchester. All were in poor condition
and needed complete restoration. Two were brought back
to Liverpool to be rebuilt. First one to be completed was
Scorpio in 1957, and she was then taken back to the
Bridgewater run. Next was Juno, at Rathbones Dockyard,
Manchester, in 1958.
Scorpio still survives at The Boat Museum, Ellesmere
Port. Mario and Carlo loaded with Juno and Scorpio
light at Stretford Gas Works.
The third boat, renamed Porto, was rebuilt at Bankhall
in 1960 but never went back to Manchester as the contract
finished that year because of the advent of North Sea Gas;
remember how we all had gas fires & cookers burners
updated.
Meanwhile back at Bankhall, in 1954/55 M/B Murillo
and further motor Elmo had been rebuilt, these were
running on the Wigan contract and three of the former
Manchester employees after leaving the Stretford contract
after a short while had recommenced at the Liverpool
end. Tug Leo had returned to the Sandhills run while
M/B Angelo had returned with engine problems. M/B
Carlo was converted back to a dumb boat while over in
Manchester.
Four Godiva engines were now rotated between three
motors. Tug Leo moved empty dumb boats between
Liverpool and Manchester as required.
During the period from 1955 onwards and due to the
increased activity of renovation, several shipwrights exMayor’s Yard at Wigan, joined Parke’s. Harry Nicholson,

In 1952, whilst loading M/B Angelo at Maypole Tip
on the Leigh Branch, Bill Gibbons trapped his hand in
the tipping mechanism when, unexpectedly, the cantilever
action returned to the horizontal with the empty coal
wagon. The fingers of his right hand held him hanging
for quarter of an hour, until he was cut free and taken
to hospital. The motor boats Angelo & Carlo, after six
months, then started to tow a dumb boat each as they were
painted up & registered with cabin accomodation.
The first three were Clio, Domino & Ferro, and the
two further boatmen recruited were Robert Ashcroft, exB.I. A41 and another John Gibbons, ex-B.I. A36; working
three handed they averaged 120 tons per trip.
After the accident a further tug, Leo, was built specially
for Bill Gibbons, with enclosed accomodation and steering
in the front cabin so that he could work the Sandhills Tip
run towing dumb boats to Athol Street.
The experiment of paddles with M/B Sarto proved a
failure due to slow times, paddle blockages and engine
overheating problems, so a replacement motor was
commissioned, M/B Murillo. This boat is seen in the
earlier picture as a square sterned dumb boat.
In 1953, a contract was secured to supply Stretford Gas
Works on the Bridgewater Canal from the Leigh Branch tips
at Marsland Green and Boothstown. Two motors and three
dumb boats were transferred to this run:- M/Bs Angelo
and Carlo plus D/Bs Clio, Ferro and Bruno. The record
load, carried by Angelo and Bruno, was 70 tons 9 cwt
and 74 tons 10 cwt respectively. Due to the long and late
hours travel by the crews to Manchester and the delayed
loading practices at the N.C.B. coaltips, moral was low.
In one incident M/B Angelo was placed under Marsland
Green Tip and crew refused to move her until they received
assurances over keeping their turn to load.
Following these disruptions it was decided to replace
the motor boats by the tug Leo so that Bill Gibbons could
Manchester crews on board Angelo with, from
left to right, George Gibbons*,
Gibbons Richard Gibbons*,
Richard Webster, Robert Ashcroft, John Gibbons*,
Peter Gibbons*. Those marked * were brothers,
while those underlined left within two years to be
replaced by two further brothers.
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Parkes’ would usually
provide a boat for use as a
grandstand for the Grand
National at Aintree.
Photo from the Sankey Navigation
Society Harrison Collection.

Harry Green, Robert Bootle and on contract Engineer Jack
Weaver, who had succeeded Fred Warner, as a result of
ill health, as engine fitter. Jack was finally persuaded to
join Parke’s in 1960.
Entering clerical employment just before this
amalgamation of boats in 1958, was a young Mr Roy
Gibbons, whose only boating experience had been day trips
in the 1950s on board either M/B Carlo and M/B Angelo
or meeting them some evenings in Summer on my bike.
I had learned the elements of steering both loaded and
light boats and could manage some bridgeholes without
touching; one that always defeated me round Lathom was
Glovers Bridge going east.
Sandhills Tip was still on a seven day week and
my journey to Bankhall involved train journeys from
Burscough Junction via Ormskirk to Kirkdale. I would
cycle to the station, catch the Preston/Liverpool express
about 7.55 am to Ormskirk and then via the electric
service to Kirkdale Station. Then followed a one mile

walk to Bankhall, this area was still showing signs of
bomb damage from the war, across Stanley Road then
down backalleys and over a railway footbridge to Syren
Street. Many of the boatmen thumbed (hitched) a lift on
local wagons or even some from as far afield as Scotland
if their boats were in Liverpool.
One memorable view on this walk to work was all the
funnels and masts of the large cargo ships and passenger
liners along the North Docks of Liverpool. At Parke’s office
I learnt costing of all the boat repairs, sales and purchase
ledger controls, plus payroll calculations, including a seven
day working week, and took over when office clerk Tom
Williams retired in 1959 from Sandhills Tip. I could also
see all the boatbuilding techniques used by the shipwrights.
The total work force at that time including boatmen and
office personnel was in excess of thirty.
To be continued…

Ex-Williams’ tug Marian in Parkes’ colours and
renamed Echo at the narrow entrtance to the Bank
Hall drydock. The original entrance wall is seen in
the bottom left corner.

Mario and Carlo at Stretford Gasworks.
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Many of the original bridges on the Liverpool end of the
canal were swing bridges and were subsequently replaced
by stone arched bridges. Over the years, their names have
changed, the original names sometimes coming from the
name of the swing bridge keeper. This list of bridges
1. Moss’s, Kirkdale
2. Bank Hall, Bootle
3. Middle marsh, Bootle
4. Bootle Mill, Bootle
5. Bootle Town, Bootle
6. Linecar, Linecar
7. Litherland Road, Litherland
8. Whitehead’s, Litherland
9. Quarry, Litherland
10. Ford or Darran’s, Litherland
11. Rushtons, Ford
12.Gausey Lane, Ford
13. Buckley Hill (arch), Sefton
14. -do-, 2nd arch, Sefton
15. Harrop’s Barn, Sefton
16. Netherton Green, Sefton
17. Old Bootle’s, Sefton
18. Stand Park, Sefton
19. Old Roan, Aintree
20. Sadlers, Aintree
21. Warbrick Moor, Aintree
22. Hey’s, Aintree
23. Fleetwood’s, Aintree
24. Spencer’s, Melling
25. Aspinall’s, Melling
26. -do- wooden framed, Melling
27. Bradshaw’s, Melling
28. Seddon’s, Melling

between Liverpool and Dean comes from the canal
company minutes in the Public Record Office at Kew. It
dates from the time before the canal from Dean to Wigan
had been built, when the Parbold to Dean section was
considered to be a branch of the main canal

Bridges - Liverpool to Dean, 1775
29. Rose’s, Maghull
30. Maghull Hall, Maghull
31. Red Lion, Maghull
32. Plover’s, Maghull
33. Ball’s, Maghull
34. Alty’s, Lidiate
35. Bentley’s, Lidiate
36. 1st arch, Lidiate deep
37. 2nd arch, Lidiate deep
38. Jackson’s, Lidiate
39. Rimmer’s, Lidiate mill
40. Green’s, Lidiate
41. Downholland, Downholland
42. Downholland Hall, Downholland
43. Heskayne, Heskayne
44. Shacklady’s, Heskayne
45. Halsal Wood, Halsal
46. Halsal Hill arch, Halsal
47. Halsal Town, Halsal
48. Pemberton’s, Halsal
49. Weaver’s, Halsal
50. Red Lion, Scarisbrick
51. Cuthbert Tyrer’s, Scarisbrick
52. Scarisbrick arch, Scarisbrick
53. Martin Lane, Scarisbrick
54. Tasker’s, Scarisbrick
55. Martin Wood, Burscough
56. Crabtree Lane, Burscough

57. Wareing’s, Burscough
58. Moss Lane, Lathom
59. Reynold’s, Lathom
60. Glover’s, Lathom
61. Forshaw’s, Lathom
62. Thomas Riby’s, Lathom
63. Alice Spencer’s, Newbrough
64. Henry Holding’s arch,
Newbrough
65. Rawlinson’s, Parbold
The following are on the junctive
branch
66. Owler Lane arch, Parbold
67. Douglas Chapel, Parbold
68. Gillibrand’s, Parbold
69. Hall Meadow, Parbold
70. Bridge at Apley Lock,
Wrightington
71. Apley arch, Wrightington
72. Finch Mill, Shevington
73. Rannicar’s, Shevington
74. Thomas Lathom’s, Shevington
75. Livesey’s, Shevington
76. Dean Bridge, Shevington

Kennet passing Bank Hall tip, where both Parkes’
and Tate & Lyles’ boats loaded, in the mid-1950s.
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EVENTS & GUIDED WALKS 2004
Thursday 29th January
RCHS towpath walk, Foulridge to Nelson, starting
from Foulridge around 12.45. For more details of
this and other railway/canal walks in the North-West
contact Gerald Leach: 01565 654342 or
Gerald.Leach@btinternet.com

Tuesday 18th May
IWA walk, meet at 10-30am at the Cross Keys,
East Marton, on the A59. Contact 01257 231861 or
274440.
Sunday 13th June
Meet at 1-30pm at Gargrave Higherland Lock for a
walk up the locks to Bank Newton.

Monday 2nd February
Talk on the L&LC and canal remains in Liverpool
for the Williamson Tunnels Group at Bluecoat
Chambers, Liverpool, at 6-00.

18th - 20th August
Riversway Festival, Preston Docks. Details from
01253 342868 or 07885 202732.

Sunday 8th February
Meet at 11-00am at the secoond lock at Blackburn
(Bolton Road) for a walk to Feniscowles.

Tuesday 3rd August
Meet at 6-30 at Hapton for a walk to Gannow.
Saturday 9th October
Meet at 1-00pm at Shipley Warehouse for a walk up
the Bradford Canal.

Tuesday 17th February
IWA walk, meet at 10-30am at the Ship Inn, Wheat
Lane, Lathom (SD452115). Contact 01257 231861
or 274440.

For further information about society walks contact
Mike Hustler on: 01282 816476

Saturday 6th March
Waterways History Conference, Birmingham
Library Theatre, £20 including lunch. Details from 9
Bickley Ave., Sutton Coldfield, B74 4DY.

Membership Leaflet
The membership leaflets for the Society have been
updated. If members require copies of the leaflet for
distribution, could they contact a committee member.
The Society web page
For those with access to the internet, don’t forget the
Society’s web page which can be found at
http://townsleyb.members.beeb.net/llcs/
Brian Townsley also has useful lists for those interested
in the geneaology of boating familes on his site
L&LC Boat Decoration
A PDF file (Adobe Acrobat) with details of boat painting
and other traditions on the Leeds & Liverpool can be
downloaded from my web pages: http://www.mike.clarke
.zen.co.uk/home.htm

Saturday 13th March
Meet at 1-00pm at Parbold Windmill for a walk to
Ring o' Bells.
Saturday 27th March
IWA Canal Clean-up, meet at Asda carpark,
Grimshaw Park, Blackburn. Contact 01257 274440
or 01257 231861.
Tuesday 20th April
Meet at 1-30pm at Shipley Warehouse for a walk to
Bingley.
Saturday & Sunday 1st & 2nd May
Possible stand at Skipton Canal Festival. See next
edition for more details.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington,
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane,
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249
Lynton Childs, 16 Lingmoor Drive, Burnley, BB12
8UY. 01282 427950
David Cox, Crossfield Cottage, off Bury Lane,
Withnell, PR6 8HB. 01254 830947
Kenneth Price, 52 Top Barn Lane, Rossendale,
BB4 7UF. 0781050339

President (& Newsletter editor): Mike Clarke, 41
Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR. 01254 395848,
email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Chairman: David Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Secretary: William Jefferies, Lockeepers Cottage, 195
Bolton Road, Blackburn, BB2 3QJ. 01254 699758
Treasurer: John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive,
Silsden, BD20 9QT. 01535 656649
Membership Secretary: Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow
Way, Barnoldswick, BB18 6HP. 01282 816476
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